Improved computational fluid dynamic simulations of blood flow in membrane oxygenators from X-ray imaging.
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is a useful tool in characterizing artificial lung designs by providing predictions of device performance through analyses of pressure distribution, perfusion dynamics, and gas transport properties. Validation of numerical results in membrane oxygenators has been predominantly based on experimental pressure measurements with little emphasis placed on confirmation of the velocity fields due to opacity of the fiber membrane and limitations of optical velocimetric methods. Biplane X-ray digital subtraction angiography was used to visualize flow of a blood analogue through a commercial membrane oxygenator at 1-4.5 L/min. Permeability and inertial coefficients of the Ergun equation were experimentally determined to be 180 and 2.4, respectively. Numerical simulations treating the fiber bundle as a single momentum sink according to the Ergun equation accurately predicted pressure losses across the fiber membrane, but significantly underestimated velocity magnitudes in the fiber bundle. A scaling constant was incorporated into the numerical porosity and reduced the average difference between experimental and numerical values in the porous media regions from 44 ± 4% to 6 ± 5%.